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ABSTRACT.
First, Boolean cluster fields in IR‘I with grains being point clusters of several types

(random points within a d—ball, random or regular points on a rl—sphere, fixed or
Poisson distributed number of points) are introduced. Then the formulae for spherical
contact distance distribution function, its hazard rate, recluse probability of cluster
and the nearest neighbour distance distribution function in such point fields are given.
Finally, the statistical testing of cluster fields is briefly covered.
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INTRODUCTION.
The recently renewed interest in the first contact distributions (Hansen st 0.1., 1994)

invoked this paper, in which several cluster fields difi'ering in the arrangement of
daughter points and in the distribution of their number are compared on the basis of
the derived formulae for important field characteristics. The possibility to recognize
reliably cluster fields can be examined by means of test statistics for Poisson point
process hypothesis (Cressie, 1992), some of which are sensible measures of the degree
of clustering.

THEORY.
Let the random cluster Z = {21, . . . ,Zm} be a random element of the space Z of all

finite subsets of IR‘! . Given the distribution of Z, its main characteristics are the mean
number of points (called the daughters) in a cluster N = Ecard Z and the cluster size,
e.g. the mean content E1/k(conv Z) of its convex hull (1/A» is the k~dimensional measure
in Rd , O § k § (I; hence 1/(1 is the volume content, 1/,1_1 is the surface content, 1/1 is
the length etc. Other useful quantities are interdaughter distances 0,-j = Hz; — 2,-||,
in particular their extreme value oz = lnl11(0','j;Z,',ZIj E Z, 2; 75 zj). A Boolean cl'u..ste1'
model X can be represented by X : U:0(:r,- + Z,-), where {mi} is a. stationary Poisson
point process (PPP) with the intensity /\ in Rd (germ process) a.nd Z; are independent
copies of a random cluster Z (grain process). X is a. random closed set.

Let B, be the d~baIl of radius 1' centred in O, B,»(.r) its translate by .1? and /ed the
volume of B1 . The important characteristics of cluster fields are the mean -volume of
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